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Node Search Contributions Based Long-Term Follow-Up Specific
Individual Searching Model

Yayong Shi�, Fei Chang�, Yetao Sun, Guangcheng Yang, Rui Wang�, and Yuan Yao�

Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a long-term follow-up specific individual searching (SIS) model. This model

introduces the concept of node search contributions by considering the characteristics of the network structure. A

node search contribution indicates the ability of a certain node to correctly guide the search path and successfully

complete an SIS. The influencing factors of node search contributions have three components: the individual

influence index, attribute similarity, and node search willingness. On the basis of node search contributions and

the PeopleRank idea, this paper proposes an SIS model based on node search contribution values and conducts

comparison experiments with several mainstream SIS algorithms in three aspects: the search failure rate, the

minimum number of search hops, and the search size. The experimental results verify the advanced nature and

operability of the model proposed in this paper, which presents theoretical and practical significance to the quantitative

study of the SIS process.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the number of online social network
activities has greatly expanded in scope and volume,
opening new opportunities for public exposure[1–4]. A
specific individual search (SIS) is a type of group
behavior initiated on the internet based on a popular
social event, in which multiple internet users collect and
screen relevant pieces of information to find a specific
individual[5–7]. Hundreds of SIS incidents are launched
every day, but most of these incidents cannot evoke
enough responses. Only a few SIS incidents can attract
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the attention and participation of most netizens[8]. When
a social event arouses wide attention on the internet,
it may lead to the emergence of SIS events[9]. Public
opinion is divided regarding SIS, terming it a double-
edged sword[10, 11]. Some people laud it for providing a
channel to seek justice and realize civil superintendence,
while others frown upon it as “becoming out of control”,
with punitive consequences such as detainment by
police, loss of employment, cyber violence, and even
suicide[12–14]. The frequent occurrence of SIS in recent
years has attracted the research interest of scholars
from several fields who have made substantial research
progress[15–18].

To understand the multivariate search mechanism
of a SIS, scholars have proposed different models
of search information to describe and simulate the
propagation process of search information. From the
perspective of modeling methods, it can be divided
into structure-based modeling and non-structured-based
modeling. Structure-based modeling is mainly used in
search path prediction, differential search, and cascade
search[18–22]. This method selects a group of active
nodes as initiating nodes and simulates the propagation
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process of searching for information synchronously with
discrete time[23, 24]. In terms of the path prediction of
a SIS, most scholars[25–27] mainly establish similarity
indicators based on the structural characteristics of the
network, such as the nearest neighbor, the degree of
nodes, and the degree of community contribution, and
judge whether a link relationship exists between nodes
by ranking similarity. Heng et al.[28] established three
contagious mechanisms driving SIS behavior (i.e., fueled
emotionalism, blind acceptance, and collective amnesia)
and two noncontagious mechanisms (i.e., isolated
dissension and sluggish update), which also provide
insights into the technology affordances and constraints.
Critical theoretical contributions and important practical
implications for SIS initiators, facilitators, and designers
of forums have been discussed[28]. These methods are
simple in calculation and low in complexity, but they
are mostly based on static network structures, ignoring
the influence of dynamic changes in netizens�attributes
in social networks[1]. On this basis, scholars further
introduced multisource information to study dynamic
link prediction[29]. For example, Wen et al.[30] proposed
a model that explicitly integrates temporal point process
theory with the construction of a networked community
to describe the dynamics of collective action propagation
with seasonal fluctuation. Zhu et al.[31] proposed a
propagation link prediction model in dynamic social
networks, which can predict propagation links based on
the network structure of different time series.

Although these methods can dynamically predict the
probability of the search information search between
nodes, they only study the overall search trend from a
macro perspective, ignore the searchability difference
of different participants, and lack in-depth analysis
and an important assessment of individual search
behavior. Non-structured-based modeling is a process
of information dissemination that attracts more users by
selecting influential users. On the basis of the traditional
independent influence model, scholars proposed a
continuous influence node discovery algorithm, which
substantially reduced the algorithm complexity. Gao et
al.[15] believe that the existing models rely on discovering
the implicit structures of diffusion from user behaviors
without considering the impact of different diffused
contents. To address this issue, they propose a novel
model, which was based on information-dependent
embedding, to map the users in an observed diffusion
process into a latent embedding space, and then the
temporal order of users with the timestamps in the

cascade can be preserved by the embedding distance of
users. However, although the unstructured model method
can quantify individual search ability, it ignores specific
communication needs, fails to analyze and establish
internal connections between searchers, and leads to a
selection bias of the search path. To summarize, although
the existing research ideas and theoretical tools have
a positive reference role in solving the problem of
searching for specific groups, some challenges remain.
The existing search models only evaluate the search
ability of the transit node to the target node through
the network structure characteristics when selecting
the information transit node. These models consider
single factors and lack comprehensive evaluation of
transit nodes, resulting in high cost, low efficiency, and
unpredictable search results of existing SIS algorithms.
To summarize, the innovations of this paper are as
follows.
(1) The key factors affecting individual search ability

are analyzed, and specific quantitative methods are
given.

(2) A node search contribution function based on key
factors is proposed to evaluate the search ability of
nodes in social networks to the target node.

(3) A SIS model based on node search contribution
value is proposed to optimize the search path and
improve the search efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the theoretical basis and research
status of SIS. Section 3 proposes an optimization
algorithm of the SIS information search path based on
individual communication contribution values. Section 4
verifies the advancement of the algorithm through
comparative experiments with several indices. The paper
ends with its conclusions in Section 5.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Individual searching and social networks

As the carriers of SIS, social networks are an abstraction
that captures the interactions between people relying
on internet-based infrastructure[32]. People join online
social networks with different goals, such as socializing
and staying connected with friends as well as reading
and/or sharing news[22]. The ability of every user
to propagate information is an important benefit of
online social networks, but it also has an adverse
effect. Alongside legitimate information, searching for
misinformation may have a disruptive effect, including
the distrust and unreliability of information[33]. An
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online social network is modeled as a graph[34]. The
nodes and edges indicate users and the relationships
between them, respectively. In this paper, a social
graph is denoted as G D .V;E/, where V D fv1; v2;

v3; : : : ; vjV jg and E � V � V represent nodes and
edges of the graph, respectively. If eij 2 E, then a
relationship exists between nodes vi and vj , and these
nodes are called neighbors. For any individual, an
ego network[35] with vi as the central node is obtained
by considering only the central node, its friends, and
the relationships between them. The network model
emphasizes the study and understanding of the structure
and function of social networks from the perspective
of the individual because individuals understand and
participate in social activities essentially by interacting
with their direct contacts. If a certain node wants to
obtain information fragments related to the target node,
it will evaluate one or several individuals most likely
to know the information fragments in the egocentric
network and send search messages to them, using them
as search information relay nodes. This neighbor node
can be used as a new ego node, looking for the next round
of transit nodes in its ego network, and after multiple
ego network interactions, the search is repeated until the
SIS process is completed or abandoned.

2.2 PeopleRank algorithm

The structure characteristics of an ego network, position
in the network, relationship with neighboring nodes, and
the attributes of the node determine the differences in
search ability. The amount and accuracy of information
obtained by nodes differ between locations, and the
search effect on the search information varies greatly.
Existing information search models focus on the impact
of node attributes on the speed and scale of information
dissemination but lack effective guidance on the search
direction. Thus, the core of the SIS model studied in this
paper is to effectively and accurately evaluate the ability
of nodes to search for the target node and then choose
the appropriate search direction to end the SIS process
as soon as possible. PageRank[36], a Google’s classic
web ranking algorithm, is based on two main criteria
for evaluating the role of a webpage: the number and
importance of pages citing the page. The PeopleRank
algorithm presented at the 2010 Infocom conference
first used the PageRank algorithm in social networks to
evaluate the importance of nodes in a social network[37].
The PeopleRank algorithm mainly regards the number of
web links as the number of neighbor nodes and evaluates

the importance of nodes in the search process by the
two attributes of node exit degree and node importance
degree. The specific expression is as follows.

PeR.N i/ D .1 � d/C d

jF .N i/jX
Nj2F .Ni /

PeR.Nj /ˇ̌
F.Nj /

ˇ̌ (1)

F.Ni / indicates the total number of neighboring
nodes connected to the current node. Parameter d is
the probability that the neighboring node is willing to
contribute the PeopleRank value to the current node.

However, the PeopleRank algorithm has two defects
in node search contribution evaluation. First, the
PeopleRank algorithm severely discriminates against
newly added nodes because the outgoing and incoming
connections of newly added nodes in the network are
usually very few, and this algorithm only relies on the
node outgoing degree as a single measurement standard;
thus, the PeopleRank value is very low. In addition,
the PeopleRank algorithm relies only on the number
and importance of external connections for ranking
and ignores the correlation between nodes such that
some irrelevant nodes (with target nodes) obtain larger
PeopleRank values, which affects the accuracy of the
search results. Therefore, a major research point of
this paper is to establish an individual communication
contribution evaluation system that meets the research
objectives based on the research purpose of finding a
specific population.

3 Methodology

3.1 Calculation method of key factors

Essentially, a SIS is the process of information
dissemination in social networks. The initial node
transmits information to the target node. In the process
of information transmission, many transfer nodes exist to
receive and transfer information. The initiating node, the
transfer node, and the target node constitute one or more
information transmission paths of a SIS. Many different
search paths exist based on different transit strategies.
These paths have different lengths, forwarding times,
and probabilities of success. To reduce the search path
length and forwarding time and improve the probability
of search success, we propose a search path optimization
method based on searching for specific populations. The
method is based on node search contributions to evaluate
the search ability in the SIS process. SIS ability refers
to the ability to spread information to the target node
as soon as possible to optimize the transmission path.
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Node vi is considered more capable of helping find the
target node if its node search contribution is higher than
those of other transit nodes. Therefore, the challenge
of this study is how to quantify the communication
contribution of each node and optimize the information
transmission path based on this process. In this paper,
the key factors affecting individual communication
contributions are studied, and the evaluation function of
individual communication contributions is constructed
by calculating the entropy value.
3.1.1 Node influence index
On the basis of social network topology, this paper
maps individuals as nodes and the relationships between
individuals as edges to obtain the social network
topology graph G D .V;E/, where the default is a
directed graph, V is the set of nodes in the network,
and E is the set of edges between nodes. The node
weight is the contribution of this search to finding the
target node. As the number of search hops increases, the
size of the network grows, and graph G has scale-free
network characteristics[37]. In particular, each node in
V and each of its neighboring nodes can be considered
an independent, and self-centred network. g D .v; e/,
among which v 2 V; e 2 E. Before the dissemination
of the search information, each node in the network
is considered an independent potential dissemination
participant as well as an existing target node. The
network topology is completely unknown to us before
the search. In terms of network structure, the influence
of a node in that network depends to some extent on the
ability of neighboring nodes to propagate in the social
network. The search ability of a node is related to its
out-degree. The output of a node represents the number
of nodes that a node can influence in a social network.
In other words, a node is considered to have a strong
influence in a network when its neighbor nodes have a
high out-degree. Therefore, the influence of nodes in the
network is defined as follows.

Definition 1. Node influence index.

Ivi
D

kvi

mP
jD1

kvj

(2)

where kvi
is the out-degree of node vi , vj is all the nodes

in the central network nvk , and
mP

jD1

kvj
denotes the

total number of alternative nodes in the central network
with ego node vi . This definition means that among
all candidate nodes, the neighboring node with more
links should be selected as the next-hop node for an
information search.

3.1.2 Attribute similarity
When we search the target node, most of the information
we have is related to its attribute description. In this
paper, we will refer to the idea of using Jaccard’s
similarity coefficient to calculate node similarity.
In particular, in the Jaccard’s similarity coefficient
method, the difference between the intersection and
the concatenation of two node attributes is used as
the similarity value. In contrast, we will focus on
finding the node that is near to a specific disconnected
person based on its proximity, so we mainly rely on
the ratio of the common attributes of two nodes to the
attributes of the disconnected person rather than the
concurrent attributes. From this approach, the attribute
similarity can be specified as the ratio of the intersection
of attributes between nodes to the number of attributes
of the missing linkers. The definition is as follows.

Definition 2. Attribute similarity.

Svi
D
jat t .vi / \ at t .vtar/j

jat t .vtar/j
(3)

Svi
is attribute similarity of node vi and target node

vtar , and at t.�/ denotes the set of attributes of the nodes.

3.1.3 Node search willingness
Obviously, when a node receives a SIS request, it has
two choices: (A) accept and forward the message and (B)
receive but do not forward the message. To complete the
SIS process, we prefer to disseminate the information
for the individual who chooses A. The probability of a
node’s willingness to forward information depends on
the strength of its relationship with another node, which
in turn is positively correlated with the frequency of
interaction between the two nodes. That is, the higher
the frequency of interaction between the two nodes is,
the higher the probability that the two nodes are willing
to forward information when they receive a SIS request
from each other. Therefore, the following definition of
node search willingness is given.

Definition 3. Node search willingness.

Rvi
D

bvi
;vj

mP
tD1

bt ;vj

(4)

where bvi ;vj
is the number of interactions between nodes

vi and vj, and t is the neighbor node of vi . bt;vj
indicates

the total number of interactions between all alternative
nodes and vi in the current ego network nvk . On the
basis of their definition, the above key factors can be
further quantified as the node search contribution of
transit nodes and the people-seeking search ability of
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transit nodes can be assessed.

3.2 Contribution evaluation function

3.2.1 Construction of the contribution evaluation
function based on the PageRank algorithm

In this paper, we borrow the algorithm idea of PageRank
and improve parameter d as follows: the similarity
and relationship strength can optimize parameter d ,
and both attributes can form a new parameter d�.
F .Ni / indicates the node search influence, which is
still expressed as the connection out-degree of the
nodes. In this way, not only is the singularity of relying
only on the out-degree of nodes as an assessment
factor solved but the potential relationship between
the searching nodes and the disconnected individual
is assessed to improve the accuracy of finding the
disconnected individual. Thus, the evaluation function
of individual communication contributions can be
expressed as follows.

Con .vi / D
�
1 � d�

�
C d �

jF .vi /jX
vj2F .vj /

Con.vj /ˇ̌
F.vj /

ˇ̌ (5)

where the parameter d� consists of the node search
willingness and attribute similarity and indicates the
probability that a node is willing to participate in the
SIS process. F .vi / denotes the size of the set consisting
of all the direct neighbor nodes of node vi , and vj is
an item in this set. Thus, we evaluate the search ability
of nodes in terms of two dimensions: node out-degree
jF .vi /j and node contribution probability d�. In a two-
dimensional coordinate system, the distance from the
current point to the origin can be used to describe the
distance between the current node and the target node
to be found (the reflection of relationship intimacy); the
larger this value is, the smaller the distance between
the nodes and the higher the probability of finding the
target node. The crux of the problem lies in solving
the parameter d�. In Section 3, we define the node
search willingness Rvi

and the attribute similarity Svi
,

whereupon the mathematical function of parameter d�

can be constructed as follows.
f .d�/ D ˛Rvi

C .1 � ˛/Svi
(6)

Here, ˛ and 1 � ˛ denote the weights of node
search willingness and node similarity to specific node
attributes, respectively. In the following subsection, the
weight values of these two factors are solved.
3.2.2 Solving for parameter values using objective

information entropy
The current methods for determining factor weights are

divided into three categories: the subjective assignment
method, objective assignment method, and combined
assignment method. The subjective assignment method
is generally used by experts to determine the factor
weights based on their experience and the subjective
importance of each factor, such as the expert survey
method, hierarchical analysis method, and least-squares
method. However, these methods have strong subjective
arbitrariness and poor objectivity, so the accuracy
is unstable, and the application scenario is limited.
Given the shortcomings of the subjective assignment
method, most of the existing studies focus on the
objective assignment method, which mainly determines
the weights through certain mathematical methods based
on the relationship between the original data. Its
judgment results do not depend on specific individual
subjective judgment and have a strong mathematical
and theoretical basis. Commonly used methods include
the entropy method, principal component analysis, and
multi-objective planning method. The entropy method
is a commonly used weight calculation method whose
concept is derived from information theory, which is
a measure of uncertainty. The greater the amount of
information is, the smaller the uncertainty and the lower
the entropy; the smaller the amount of information is,
the greater the uncertainty and the higher the entropy.
According to the characteristics of entropy, the entropy
value can be calculated to judge the randomness and
disorder of an event and the dispersion of a certain index:
the greater the dispersion of the index is, the greater the
influence (weight) of the index on the comprehensive
evaluation and the smaller the entropy value. In this
paper, on the basis of research data characteristics, we
use the objective information entropy method to solve
the weight value corresponding to the search intention
of nodes and the similarity of node attributes, which
is mainly the value of parameter ˛, and then solve the
value of parameter d�. The specific solution steps are as
follows.

(1) Assume that the node number stored in our
dataset is m and includes the related information. The
two factors (node search willingness Rvi

and attribute
similarity Svi

) and the corresponding m values are used
as a comprehensive evaluation system.

(2) An initial matrix is constructed based on the
information related to the m nodes, and because two
factors are involved here, an initial matrix m � 2 of Rij

can be constructed. Based on this result, the matrix is
normalized using by the following equation.
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Rij D
xij

mP
iD1

xij

; 1 6 j 6 2 (7)

where xij is the value of the element in the i-th row of
the j-th column of the matrix. Rij is the ratio of xij to
the sum of the elements in its column, i.e., each matrix
element is divided by the sum of the elements in its
column to obtain the normalized matrix.

(3) Next, the entropy value of each factor can be solved
using the following equation.

ej D �k

mX
iD1

Rij lnRij ; k D .lnm/�1 (8)

(4) Calculating information redundancy. The amount
of information provided by the j-th factor is determined
by 1�ej (1 the information entropy of the corresponding
factor), and the ratio of the redundancy of each factor to
the sum of the redundancy of all factors is the value of
its weight Wj .

Wj D
1 � ej

2P
jD1

.1 � ej /

(9)

From this equation, the values of W1 and W2 can be
calculated as the corresponding weight values ˛ and
1 � ˛ for the two factors.

This paper uses the real and public Sina Weibo
dataset to calculate the actual weight values of the two
factors. This dataset has the information on 636 413 Sina
Weibo users, including the user IDs, user nicknames,
user names, user locations, user homepage URLs,
user genders, user followers, user followings, user
tweets, user favorites, and user creation times; there
are 1 391 718 user friend relations (connection side), and
each record consists of two fields, suid and tuid. The
m value of each record consists of two fields: suid and
tuid, indicating that suid follows tuid; 27 759 microblog
retweet relationships, each record consisting of two
fields, smid and tmid, indicating that the smid microblog
retweets the tmid microblog; and 84 168 collected
microblogs on 12 topics, etc. Thus, the corresponding
m value is 63 641, and the final factor weights are
calculated as shown in Table 1 (three decimal places
are retained).

Table 1 Calculation of the weights of the two factors
Node search willingness Attribute similarity

ej 0.942 0.956
1 � ej 0.058 0.044
Wj 0.568 0.432

Then, the value of the parameter d� can be obtained
from Eq. (6) as
d�Df .d�/D˛Rvi

C.1�˛/Svi
D0:568Rvi

C0:432Svi

(10)
Further, based on Eq. (5), the function for evaluating

the node search contribution can be obtained as
Con.vi /D.1 � 0:568Rvi

� 0:432Svi
/C

.0:568Rvi
C 0:432Svi

/

jF .vi /jX
vj2F .vi /

Con.vj /ˇ̌
F.vj /

ˇ̌
(11)

where F .vi /, Rvi
, and Svi

denote the node’s outreach,
search intention, and attribute relevance, respectively,
which correspond to the three key factors affecting
individual search behavior previously summarized.

Thus, the Con.vi / value can be used to evaluate the
node search contribution. In other words, it refers to
the ability of the nodes involved in a search to find the
target node. It quantifies the search capability of each
candidate search node in the search process so that the
search path can be optimized and the search efficiency
can be improved.

3.2.3 A SIS model based on node search
contribution values

In the process of a SIS, the search path used to find
the target node cannot strictly rely on a single-hop
search between two nodes. A single-hop search is a
single search between two nodes. The search strategy
should be chosen flexibly considering the various
factors. These factors include the search failure rate, the
minimum number of search hops, and the search scale.
After considering the advantages and disadvantages of
existing search strategies, this paper proposes a node
search contributions based long-term follow-up specific
individual searching model (SISM) and verifies the
advancement of the algorithm by comparing experiments
with several metrics in the following contents. The
details of the model are shown below.

(1) Randomly select a finite number of initial nodes
to initiate the SIS process.

(2) For each initial node, an independent search
contribution threshold, which is the node search
contribution value of that node, is set as an ego node
of an ego network.

(3) For each ego node, the node whose node search
contribution value is greater than the current search
contribution threshold is selected as the information
search node for the next hop in the list of available
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neighbor nodes and set to a new ego node.
(4) Repeat Step 3 until the search path is terminated if

one of the following conditions is met.
(a) No neighbor node can be selected, or all neighbor

nodes have been involved in the search process.
(b) The node search contribution values of all

the neighbor nodes are less than the current search
contribution threshold.

(5) If a neighbor node exists in any search path that
matches the attribute characteristics of the target node,
all search paths are terminated, and the search path is
committed.

As shown in Fig. 1, node v1 is the initial node for
finding the target node.

Among all neighbors of node v1, only nodes v2

and node v3 have individual search contribution values
greater than that of node v1, so node v1 sends the search
request to nodes v2 and node v3.

Nodes v2 and node v3 derive two different search
paths: Search path 1 and Search path 2. For all neighbors
of node v2, only node v5 has a greater individual search
contribution greater than node v2, so the next-hop node
is node v5. Among all the neighboring nodes of node
v5, only node v10 and node v11 has a greater individual
search contribution than node v5.

After node v5 sends the search request to v10 and
v11, no node among all the neighbors of v10 and v11

can satisfy the required individual search contribution
threshold for the next hop, so this search path is aborted.
In addition, on Search path 1, v3 sends a search request
to v4, v4 sends a search request to v7, v8 and v9

that satisfies the individual search contribution value
condition, where all neighbors of v8 and v9 do not satisfy
the condition, so only v7 can continue to search the
target node. Additionally, among all neighbors of v7,
the attributes of v20 match all the characteristics of the

Initial node

Target node

v1

v3

v2

v4

v5

v6

v8

v7

v10

v20

v9

v11

v1

v2

v3

v3

v4

v4

v6
v6

v7

v7
v9v8

v2 v5
v5

v10

v11

0.1

0.12

0.13

0.12

0.08

0.08

0.08
0.08

0.08

0.08 0.08

0.2

0.25

0.7

0.75

0.75

0.81

0.25

0.13

0.13

0.4

0.4

0.42 0.42

0.11

(a)

(b)

0.2

v20

1Time step 1

Time step 2 Time step 3 Time step 4 Time step 5

Start searching.

The search is successful.

Search path 2

Search path 1

×

×

× ×

Search terminated.

Fig. 1 (a) Search process of the tar node based on search contribution values; (b) Relationship between the transit node selection
in ego networks and individual search contributions during the search process.
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target node, so the search succeeds and returns the target
node location.

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental environment and dataset

4.1.1 Experimental environment
Programming language: Python 2.7.

Programming tools: Sublime Text3 and Jupyter
Notebook.

4.1.2 Experimental dataset
We mainly analyze the publicly available, real social
network datasets of Facebook and Google+ provided
by Stanford University, which contain the number
of connections, attribute characteristics, and the total
number of nodes. In the Facebook dataset, the entire social
network consists of 10 ego networks, and in Google+, 132
networks, which are connected by anonymous user IDs
and their relationships. Table 2 shows the properties of
the Facebook and Google+ datasets.

The graph describes the overall structure of the
network. An ego network is a set of networks based on
direct membership relationships, where the nodes in the
network have common attributes (e.g., family, friends,
etc.). In fact, the dataset in Google+ contains nodes
that have 0 connectivity, which means that they receive
information but do not forward it, and we call them
inactive nodes. To further investigate the performance
of our search model, we analyze all nodes, including
inactive nodes.

4.2 Indicators and details of the experiment

In this section, we choose flooding search, random
search, word of mouth (WOM) search, and independent
cascade (IC) search as the comparison experiments
with the model presented above. The following two
algorithms represent two typical, realistic ways of
searching: a flooding search searches the search
information of all friends of each person and conducts
a wide search. Obviously, this approach maximizes the
success rate of all search methods, and the total number
of communication hops needed to find a person must
be the smallest, but this approach wastes considerable
social resources. In the process of a random search,

the participants randomly select neighboring nodes as
staging nodes instead of sending the search message
to all neighbor nodes. Compared with flooding search,
random search is more consistent with the realistic
characteristics.

To fully evaluate the search effectiveness of an
algorithm, the following performance evaluation metrics
are set.

(1) Search failure rate. The search failure probability
is the ratio of the number of times the target node is not
found to the total number of experiments after multiple
trials by a particular SIS algorithm.

(2) Minimum search hops. The number of search
hops usually indicates the efficiency of the entire search
process. The larger the hop count is, the longer the search
time and the higher the search cost. Usually, multiple
search paths exist for a single SIS, and each search
path has a different search hop count. Therefore, the
minimum search hop count is generally used to evaluate
algorithm performance.

(3) Propagation scale. Propagation size refers to the
number of nodes involved in the SIS process and is also
used to indicate the social resources occupied in the
SIS process. Apparently, propagation size and search
failure rate have a negative correlation under the same
search strategy. A flooding search is a case where the
search size is the largest. This search strategy is fast but
uses considerable social resources and is not relevant
for discussion. There should exist a search strategy
that can effectively control the propagation size and
the minimum number of search hops while ensuring
a low search failure rate. In the following content, this
paper experimentally verifies the above proposed SIS
algorithm. Specifically, we randomly selected different
initial search nodes and target nodes and conducted
1000 sets of experiments. Each group of experiments
was repeated one hundred times, and we recorded the
average of 100 tests as the final result of a group. The
comparative results are shown below.

4.3 Analysis of experimental results

4.3.1 Comparison and analysis of the search
failure rate

In this experiment, the search failure rate of four

Table 2 Experimental dataset.
Dataset Node number Edge number Ego network number Statue Non-active nodes number

Facebook 4039 88 234 10 nondirectional graph 0
Google+ 107 614 573 453 132 directional graph 5343
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strategies in the SIS process was compared.
To ensure the reliability of experimental results, 1000

groups of experiments were set up. Different initial
parameters were set for each group, and each group
was repeated 100 times. In Fig. 2, the horizontal
axis represents the serial number of each group
of experiments, and the vertical axis represents the
probability of failing to find the target node in each
group of experiments. As shown in Fig. 2a, based on the
Facebook dataset, among 1000 groups of experiments,
863 groups and 0 groups of SISM and random strategies
successfully completed the SIS, respectively, while 0
groups and 5 groups of experiments completely failed.

Figure 2b shows the experimental results on the
Google+ dataset. In the independent 100 tests of all
groups, SISM and random found the target node in 735
groups and 0 groups, respectively. Table 3 lists the
means and variances of the experimental results of the
three search modes (three decimal places are retained).
Figure 2c and 2d describes the total number of failures
in 100 tests of SISM, WOM, and IC in 1000 groups. As
shown, based on the Facebook dataset, in 1000 groups
of experiments, SISM, WOM, and IC have 917 groups,
4 groups, and 2 groups, respectively, that found target
nodes in 100 tests of each group, while a SIS has been
completely successful in 100 tests of 0 groups, 924
groups, and 938 groups.

Table 3 shows that the search failure rate of Random
is 25.579 times higher than that of SISM in the Facebook
dataset and 13.311 times higher than that of SISM in the
Google+ dataset. Table 4 shows that the search failure
rate of IC is 13.984 times higher than that of SISM, and
the search failure rate of WOM is 13.728 times higher
than that of SISM in the Facebook dataset.

The results show that SISM has a much higher search

Table 3 Mean and variance of search failure rates based on
Facebook and Google+ datasets (SISM, random, flooding).

Strategy
Facebook Google+

Mean Variance Mean Variance
SISM 1.743 28.728 4.030 105.16

Random 51.551 196.027 57.672 382.505
Flooding 0 0 0.006 0.007

Table 4 Mean and variance of search failure rates based on
the Facebook dataset (SISM, WOM, IC).

Strategy Mean Variance
SISM 6.498 61.6232
WOM 95.700 54.164

IC 97.363 33.456

success rate than random, WOM, and IC. However,
SISM also failed to find all target nodes. For example,
137 and 265 groups of experiments were declared
failures in the Facebook dataset and Google+ dataset,
respectively. This failure has two causes: the target node
is not closely connected to the neighbor node, and the
attributes are not similar, so the node search contribution
of the neighbor node is lower than the search threshold,
and the search process is terminated. The transit node
is an inactive node, which will also terminate the search
process and lead to the failure of SIS. Therefore, the
SISM search model can be further optimized, such as
by using a larger multi-class dataset to calculate the
weight of each search influence factor and make it more
universal. Once the search capability of nodes is well
quantified, appropriate search nodes can be selected to
further improve the success rate of a search.

4.3.2 Comparison and analysis of minimum search
hops

The minimum number of search hops is an important
index for evaluating algorithm performance. The number
of search hops represents the time required to complete
a SIS process. To ensure the search success rate,
shortening the search time can greatly affect the
development trend of relevant social time and avoid
greater loss. The experiment compares the minimum
number of search hops of five search strategies. In
Fig. 3, the horizontal axis represents the serial number of
each experiment group, and the vertical axis represents
the average minimum number of search hops of each
experiment group. As shown in Fig. 3, based on the
Facebook dataset, the minimum number of search hops
of SISM, random, and flooding was 4–7, 9–13, and
3–6, respectively. Based on the Google+ dataset, the
minimum number of search hops of SISM, random, and
flooding was 5–10, 7–12, and 4–8, respectively. Figure 4
shows that, based on the Facebook dataset, the minimum
number of search hops was 14–16 for WOM and IC.
In addition, the mean and variance of the experimental
results are shown in Tables 5 and 6, respectively (three
decimal places are retained). In the Facebook dataset,
the minimum number of search hops of SISM is smaller
than that of the random strategy by 78.892%; in the
Google+ dataset, 34.487%, and the search efficiency
is improved by 44.1%. These results indicate that the
transit node selection strategy of SISM is more helpful
than that of the random strategy for finding the target
node. This finding shows the advanced nature of the
algorithm proposed in this paper.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the search failure rates of four search
strategies ((a) comparison of the search failure rates of
SISM and random strategies based on Facebook dataset; (b)
comparison of the search failure rates of SISM and ramdom
strategies based on Google+ dataset; (c) comparison of the
search failure rates of SISM and WOM based on Facebook
dataset; (d) Comparison of search failure rates of SISM and
IC strategies based on Facebook dataset.)

Fig. 3 Comparison of SISM, random, and flooding
strategies regarding the minimum number of search hops
based on Facebook and Google+ datasets.

Table 5 Mean and variance of the minimum number of
search hops based on Facebook and Google+ datasets (SISM,
random, and flooding).

Strategy
Facebook Google+

Mean Variance Mean Variance
SISM 6.784 5.831 7.568 5.702

Random 12.136 4.482 10.299 2.672
Flooding 4.665 1.386 5.444 2.585

Table 6 Mean and variance of the minimum number of
search hops based on Facebook dataset (SISM, WOM, and
IC).

Strategy Mean Variance
SISM 5.468 2.254
WOM 15.365 1.038

IC 15.499 0.748

4.3.3 Search scale comparison and analysis
The search scale is an important index for evaluating
algorithm performance. The search scale represents the
number of nodes participating in a SIS. To a certain
extent, the search scale represents the difficulty of
completing a SIS and the social resources occupied. As
is well known, most SIS fail. This failure is mainly due
to the inability to effectively expand the search scope,
and a large search scale also means that more social
resources need to be occupied. If we can reduce the
search scale under the premise of ensuring the success
rate, we can improve the success rate to a certain extent,
reduce the search cost, and facilitate completing the SIS
process.

Figure 5 shows that the search range of SISM is 300–
1200 and 500–10 000 based on Facebook and Google+
datasets, respectively, and that of random is 1000–1800
and 3000–15 000 under these datasets, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 6, based on the Facebook dataset, SISM’s
search range is 1000–2500, and WOM and IC’s search
range is 100–200. This smaller range is due to the
activation thresholds of WOM and IC being directly
related to the number of edge connections of candidate
nodes and the number of connected active nodes. The
number of connected active nodes is usually less than 5
in the initial state. Therefore, its activation threshold is
barely greater than its random threshold. Therefore,
nodes are not easily activated, and, accordingly, the
search scale is low. Generally speaking, this type of
independent cascade transmission model is not suitable

Fig. 4 Comparison of the minimum number of search hops
of SISM, WOM, and IC based on the Facebook dataset.
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Fig. 5 SISM, random, and flooding spread size comparison
based on Facebook and Google+ datasets.

Fig. 6 Comparison of SISM, WOM, and IC search sizes
based on the Facebook dataset.

for searching for a specific lost population. Tables 7 and
8 show the mean and variance of the three search modes
and the experimental results of the model, respectively
(three decimal places are retained).

The statistics in Table 7 and Table 8 show that in
the Facebook dataset, SISM policy has a 97.712%

Table 7 Mean and variance of search size based on
Facebook dataset (SISM, WOM, IC).

Strategy Mean Variance
SISM 1713.83 573.143
WOM 169.373 17.305

IC 138.737 8261.099

Table 8 Mean and variance of the search size based
on Facebook and Google+ datasets (SISM, random, and
flooding).

Strategy
Facebook Google+

Mean Variance Mean Variance
SISM 871 2013 9943 85 201

Random 1241 14 261 22 538 354 683
Flooding 2643 12 090 77 480 5 193 918

and 80.082% better spread scale than the flooding
and random policy experiments, respectively. In the
Google+ dataset, the SISM policy propagated 136.719%
and 679.252% more than the random and flooding
policies, respectively. Therefore, the experimental results
clearly show the advantages of the SISM strategy. Of
course, the search scale was larger than that of the
other two experiments (WOM and IC). This difference
emerged because, during the SISM strategy search,
non-active nodes were encountered in multiple tests
because of the changes in the nodes’ willingness to
participate, but random and flooding simply avoided
these inactive nodes. In this case, SISM can lead to
unnecessary transmission. The increase in search hops
correspondingly makes the search scale expand. In
general, SISM outperforms the random and flooding
policies in terms of search efficiency, search cost, and
search failure rate.

4.4 Validating the model in a real society

This study was derived from the National Key Research
and Development Medical Research Priority Special
Breast Cancer Cohort Study. Previously, we showed
through comparative experiments that our model
significantly facilitates SIS in social networks. To verify
the search capability of the model in real society, this
paper selected data from some of the lost targets based on
the breast cancer cohort follow-up dataset constructed
in this project and combined it with the SISM model
proposed in this paper to develop a search plan and
conduct a target-specific search task in two county-
level cities (Taixing, Jiangsu Province, and Zoucheng,
Shandong Province). The known information of the lost
target individual included the name, birth date, height,
family members, home address, age, weight, marital
status, and phone number. We randomly selected 34
and 22 lost subjects in the Zoucheng and Taixing sites,
respectively, for the experiment, and the experimental
results are shown in Table 9. We can see that 17 and
16 people were recovered in Zoucheng and Taixing,
respectively, with a combined recovery rate of 58.9%
(95% CI 45.0%–71.9%) of the lost subjects. These
results indicate that our model has a good search effect
for finding a lost target individual.

Table 9 Experimental data and result statistics.
City Lost target individual Number of successfully located Rate of successfully located (%, 95%CI)

Zoucheng 34 17 50 (32.4�67.6)
Taixing 22 16 72.7 (49.8�89.3)
Total 56 33 58.9 (45.0�71.9)
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As the analysis shows, differences exist between the
actual search results and the simulation experimental
results for two main reasons. One reason is that in
the real social experiment, we obtained very little
information about the lost target individual, while the
simulation experiment can obtain a large amount of
user information, so it is more favorable to find the lost
individual. The second reason is the limitation of the
grassroots conditions. The search process can only be
recorded by qualification materials and then qualitative
analysis, while the simulation experiment is a completely
quantitative calculation; thus, the effect of the model is
better than the real-world social experiment results.

5 Conclusion

We first identified the key factors affecting individual
search behavior and borrowed the idea of the PeopleRank
algorithm for evaluating the node search contributions.
On this basis, a SIS model based on node search
contribution values is developed, and the search process
is described in detail. Using the publicly available real
social network datasets of Facebook and Google+, the
proposed SIS model in this paper is compared with other
existing search models in three metrics: search failure
rate, minimum number of search hops, and search size.
The results show that the SIS model proposed in this
paper can improve search efficiency by optimizing the
search direction. Finally, we also validated the proposed
model in real society, and the results show that this model
has important practical significance for guiding a real-
world search for specific individual.
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